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SOLA LT 

HEALTHCARE LABORATORY OFFICE HOME

Balancing exceptional ergonomics with fundamental value, the Sola LT is the perfect entry-level task chair providing

comfort and adjustability you can count on. Bringing together comfort, aesthetics, and a healthy ROI, the Sola LT

transcends the concept of an affordable standard chair. This mesh back, ergonomic chair balances postural support

and value while optimizing the workplace. A variation on the BodyBilt Sola, the Sola LT provides multiple adjustment

points within reach, a unique mechanism designed for a comfortable rocking experience, and 4-way adjustable arms.

Comfort and Quality Never Felt So Good



Sporting a moderately
contoured seat that
helps reduce seated
pressure throughout
your work day.

CONTOURED SEAT

Color Options

Soft, durable mesh that
will keep you

comfortable and
ergonomically supported

for years to come. 

LASTING MESH

Sleek and supportive
arms that adjust in

height and width.

ADJUSTABLE ARMS

Jet | Steel | Sapphire

Black, Glass Filled Nylon
Base with your choice of

carpet or hard surface
casters.

EFFORTLESS
MOVEMENT

Maintaining critical
adjustment features the
V-mech allows for a
perfect fit.

V MECHANISM

TECHNOLOGY ERGONOMICS DURABILITY

Always innovative, BodyBilt is constantly
incorporating technologies from other

industries to maximize performance and
comfort.

From contoured seats reducing seated
pressure to a multitude of adjustments in
every main component, our chairs mold to
your body, ensuring you're ergonomically

supported at every angle.

Built to last, our chairs are constructed
with quality, resistant materials.

Ensures you a lasting experience of
healthy and comfortable seating for

many years to come.

WHAT DO YOU GET WITH BODYBILT?

Backrest Width, Shoulder Region

Backrest Width, Lumbar Region

Backrest Height 

Lumbar Height Adjustment

Seat Width 

Seat Depth 

Seat Depth Adjustment

Seat Height (range) 

Armrest Height Adjustment

Arm Pad Length

Arm Pad Width 

Base Diameter 

Weight Capacity

SPECIFICATIONS

20.50”

17.25”

21.50”

3.00”

21.00"

19.00”

2.50”

16.80" - 20.30"

3.00”

10.20”

3.90”

26.00”

250 lbs.


